HEPA's Virus Prevention System

HEPA uses a combination of treatments using two products from manufacturer **mPact Environmental Solutions, LLC**

**mPerial** - traditional virucidal surface sanitizer to clean and disinfect surfaces, formulated for compatibility with:

**mPale** - an active anti-microbial barrier which attracts viruses and utilizes nano-spikes to destroy their proteins mechanically—*no poisons needed!*

Used in combination, the antiviral properties of surfaces treated with these two products has been proven to last at least 30 days.

**No single-chemical spray application can provide this long-term effect.**
**Step 1: Disinfect**
Kill existing pathogens

**Step 2: Clean**
Remove chemicals and prepare surfaces for mPale application

**Step 3: Treat**
Apply antimicrobial barrier to cleaned & disinfected surfaces
mPale leaves a film on surfaces which can be removed via standard janitorial procedures, without compromising its antiviral properties.

*That's it!*